
  

Dickinson Insurance 
Doing Business Like Nobody Else  

Background 
 
Dickinson Insurance lives by the motto of “Doing business like nobody else.” 
Started by Jim Dickinson in Post Falls, Idaho in 1984, Dickinson Insurance has 
been serving Kootenai County and beyond for 32 years. 
 
Since its inception, Dickinson Insurance has been family run by Jim and his son 
J.D., who joined the company in 1988 and became the owner in 2000. Jim and 
J.D. built Dickinson Insurance on a philosophy of exceptional customer service 
and creating long-term relationships with their clients.  
 
One of the catalysts of the growth in the company is Corporate Vice President 
Angie Demmig. Demming oversees operations in Post Falls, Idaho and 
Kirkland, Washington. She has over 18 years’ experience in the insurance 
industry and specializes in agency operations and team focus, as well as 
customer relations.  
 
“For us, our core focus is on our community and local clients, it starts there,” 
Demming said. “We strive to build lasting relationships with our clients and 
provide them value in our products and services.” 
 
Challenges 
 
Being in one of the most competitive industries in the world, Dickinson can ill 
afford to have any issues in their day-to-day operations. Unfortunately, this 
wasn’t always the case.  
 
“We were experiencing slow internet connections, and occasionally no internet 
at all,” said Demming. “This was unacceptable. Our employees, who do most 
everything by phone, need high-speed internet to get quotes, answer questions, 
and close transactions.”  
 
Another issue Dickinson was facing was the inability to find a company with an 
online customer portal that could be customized to their needs.  
 
“We were looking for something that would allow us to better train our 
employees, monitor our calling, and see our response time,” said Demming. 
“We didn’t have the infrastructure in place to take advantage of the technologies 
and tools we knew we needed to ensure we were offering the best experience 
possible for our clients.” 
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Highlights:  
 
Intermax’s online customer 
portal offered the insight, 
training, and responsiveness 
that Dickinson was previously 
missing. 
 
Getting the consistent, high 
speed Internet, they needed to 
run their daily operations was 
no longer an issue. 
 
Implementing better 
technologies, marketing 
strategies, and lead generation 
programs were made available 
through consistent, local service. 
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Solution 
 
Angie and the team began to review different internet and phone vendors 
seeking a reliable, high-speed fiber internet, a customer portal that allowed for 
customization, and a vendor they could count on for instantaneous support 
when they needed it.  
 
“After looking at several different companies, we knew Intermax was the best fit 
for us as a partner in business,” Demming said. “The online customer portal 
options, the customization, and the staff were major influencers. Beyond that, 
we’re constantly changing and evolving in the insurance space, and the 
flexibility to build as we went set Intermax apart from the rest.” 
 
With their new infrastructure in place Dickinson Insurance could streamline their 
sales efforts, offer better training programs to their staff, and add better 
technologies to their day-to-day operations. The high-speed fiber internet 
ensured Dickinson’s employees no longer had to worry about being able to 
access pertinent information for their clients in a timely fashion.  
 
Results 
 
“With Intermax’s help we are ahead of the game,” Demming said. “We’ve been 
able to take advantage of better technologies that not only make it so we can 
better assist our clients, but also enhance our business strategy as well.”  
 
Partnering with Intermax has allowed Dickinson to utilize lead generation tools, 
call centers, and other companies that allow them to stay ahead of the 
competition.  
 
“We’ve been able to stay true to our motto of doing business like nobody else, 
while pushing in to new markets, and building new, lasting relationships,” said 
Demming. 
 
With their own personalized online customer portal, Dickinson Insurance can 
track call recordings, call response times, who’s on the call, and more. This 
invaluable insight and analytics allows Dickinson to work with their employees 
to put together training programs tailored to their employee’s strengths and 
weaknesses.  
 
“We’ve been able to offer a better experience to our clients as well as close 
more business with potential clients due to our employees being highly trained,” 
Demming said.  
 
Along with their new high-speed fiber internet and the online customer portal, 
Dickinson also received the assurance of working with a local, trusted company.  
 
“It’s been fantastic partnership,” Demming said. “Intermax has been responsive 
in anything we’ve asked for. Whether it was getting something customized,  
or needing something programmed, they’re always on it.” 
 
 

“Intermax has been 
responsive in 
anything we’ve 
asked for. Whether 
it was getting 
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programmed, 
they’re always on 
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Founded in 2001, Intermax Networks is the largest independent Internet, Voice, Data, and IT Managed Services network provider in the Inland 
Northwest, serving nearly 3,000 business and residential clients from southern Kootenai County to the Canadian border. Headquartered in 
Coeur d’ Alene, Idaho, Intermax also has offices in Sandpoint and Bonners Ferry. 

 


